. Publication of the Moral Guidance Data
For the purpose of strengthening moral education in ele mentary and middle schools from the new school term starting in A pril 1964, the Ministry of Education decided to prepare new " Moral Guidance Data " and distribute them to the teachers all over the country as a guide in moral education.
As is well known, moral education has been enforced since 1958 in the form of a special hour per week. As for its con tents, only an outline was provided in " 丄 ne しourse of Study " ( Lrakushu shido y o ry o ), and concrete teaching materials and methods were left to the individual teachers' choice. This gave soon rise to the criticism that there was considerable difference in the conduct of moral education according to schools and teachers, that the moral education given in this way lacked thoroughness, etc. Especially in connection with the fact that the Japan Teachers Union persistently opposed the special set ting up of an hour for moral education, there was sometimes a tendency to weaken the instruction to be given during the specially set up hour by trying to implement the old idea that moral education should be conducted in the course of the whole curriculum. Even when it did not go that far, it could not be denied that there was an awkward atmosphere of being looked at coldly by the Union when instruction during the specially set up hour was conducted with zeal or when a special study meeting on moral education was held.
These circumstances led the Ministry of Education to promote a thorough implementation of moral education during the special hour through the publication of the Moral Guidance Data. The book says in its preface : " For moral education to yield truly effective results, it is essential that teachers should clearly grasp the guiding ideas, and attend to the task of guidance with enthusiasm. W hen the practice during the hour of moral in struction in the past five years is examined, however, it is clear that, even among the teachers seriously engaged in moral guidance, there is a large number of those who are experiencing difficulties in how to draw up a concrete and effective guidance program and how to choose pertinent teaching materials. For this reason the guidance in morality may be said to have been inadequate." It is in this sense that the Ministry has tried to supply guidance materials for teachers as abundantly as pos sible. The book takes up 36 virtues for the elementary school and 21 virtues for the middle school mentioned in the Course of Study, and gives a guidance plan, guidance materials, and reference guidance records for each item. For instance, as the elementary school has 30 special hours for moral instruction per year, each school year is provided with 30 lessons. This has certainly made it easier for most teachers to study and conduct moral education. This data book is not an absolutistic document, but is de signed to serve as reference material for each school to 一 strengthen moral guidance work commensurate to the actual situation with initiative and resourcefulness. But, since the quality of its contents can exert a great influence in a good or in a bad sense, examination of the Moral Guidance Data is a matter of great importance for the present-day moral edu cation.
Characteristics of the Guidance Book
First of all let us examine the virtues appearing in the guidance book. Respect for life and education in safety, which were extremely neglected in the prewar days, have been taken up first. This is a striking characteristic, although it is quite natural when viewed from the special nature of the new education. Next, it is noteworthy that love between family members and patriotism, which were at one time criticized in the postwar years, have been taken up from a new modern viewpoint, and have gained considerably in quantity. Gratitude to family members ( mother ) is described in " Congratulations, characters, the present data book strikes us for the extremely small number of politicians and religionists appearing on the stage. According to the textbooks of the world, the politician ranks first as ideal character, and the religionist 4th，but in the case of this data book for the elementary school, the politician ranks 5th, while there is no mention of religionists at all. This is quite a contrast to the prewar days when there was such a splendid teaching material as "A Truth-seeker and the Raksasa," depicting an episode of Shakyamuni while under training.
Regarding the cultivation of religious sentiment, there lurks a great problem in Japan's moral education of today.
W hat attracts attention in respect of characters next is that the ones who appeared in the state textbooks have now been revived to a considerable extent, so that the ratio of Westerners to Japanese has become more appropriate, with 28% for the former and 72% for the latter. As shown in the graph, this forms an antipodal contrast to the previous figures, namely, while the Japanese language textbooks during the war contained as few as 3.3% of Westerners and as many as 91.2% of Japanese, Kokugo ( The Japanese Language) authored by the 
Method and Substance of Moral Education
The new course of moral guidance gives a modern impres sion considerably different from the prewar ethics education in that teaching is to be conducted by means of, besides the usual moral stories and narratives of the teacher as in the past, slides television, radio, picture-story shows ( kami-shibai )，and drama tization, and that the materials have been selected from a wide 
